Introduction
Salmon, for example Atlantic and Pacific salmon, is the common name of several species of the Salmonidae family of fish. Trout, for example brown and seawater trout, is the name of some of the others in the family. Salmon are typically anadromous. That is, they are born in fresh water, migrate to the ocean, then return to fresh water to reproduce.
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Several of the salmon species are available from both wild and farmed sources. In the past forty years, the farmed salmon industry has grown substantially. Today, approximately 60 percent of the world's salmon production is farmed. In 2015, more than 2,200,000 tons of farmed salmon were produced, while in comparison around 880,000 tons of wild salmon were caught [7] , [13] . The majority of salmon farms consist of a collection of net cages, known as "open net-cages," that are simply suspended in the water with no barrier between the farm and the surrounding environment. Typically, the open net-cages are located in areas along the coast where ocean currents deliver oxygen to the farmed salmon while their wastes (feces and feed) disperse to the environment [12] , [17] , [18] . Due to salmon's high content of protein and omega-3 fatty acids, its consumption reduces the risk of cardiovascular diseases. Also, salmon is a good source of minerals and vitamins. The European Union, the United States, and China make up over 70 percent of the global market for Atlantic salmon, and in each of these places consumption of both farmed and wild salmon is increasing [7] .
Infectious salmon anemia virus (ISA ) is the cause of infectious salmon anemia (ISA), a serious viral fish disease that affects mostly farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) in several areas of the world. This highly contagious disease can be insidious, with an initially low mortality rate. However, the cumulative ISA mortality rate can sometimes exceed 90 percent if it remains unchecked. ISA has caused significant mortality with severe implications for production economics among salmon farms in Northern Europe, Canada, Maine, and Chile [6] , [8] . In 2000, ISA devastated the salmon industry of the Faroe Islands, and in 1998-99 an epizootic in Scotland cost an estimated $32,000,000 to eliminate, and millions of fish were culled in ISA control efforts. ISA is a major threat not only to the viability of farmed Atlantic salmon but also to dwindling stocks of wild Atlantic salmon. Production losses, loss of export markets, and the associated social impacts make elimination and control of the ISA infection a priority for the Atlantic salmon industry. Currently, there is no treatment for fish infected with ISA . Furthermore, our current understanding of the epidemiology of ISA is still incomplete, and this complicates its control. ISA-infected salmon pose no human health threat.
Mathematical models of infectious disease transmission dynamics are ubiquitous in the literature. These models can play important roles in helping to quantify possible infectious disease control and mitigation strategies. The models allow us to first test a variety of control and mitigation strategies via computer simulations before actual implementation on real populations. An important epidemiological threshold parameter that quantifies disease invasion or extinction in a population is the basic reproduction number or basic reproduction ratio, denoted by ℛ 0 [1] and [2] . ℛ 0 is defined as the average number of secondary cases produced by a single infectious individual introduced into a totally susceptible population. Consequently, values of ℛ 0 < 1 imply that the number of infections will decrease and the disease eventually dies out as the chain of transmission cannot be maintained. However, values of ℛ 0 > 1 imply that the number of infections will increase, the disease invades, and an epidemic occurs in the population. For example, it was estimated that ℛ 0 of measles is between 12 and 18. That is, each individual infected with measles would, on average, transmit the measles infection to 12−18 other individuals in a totally susceptible population. To help quantify possible ISA disease control and mitigation strategies, in this paper, we introduce discrete-time mathematical models of ISA disease transmission dynamics in salmon fish farms and wild fisheries in close proximity. For these models, we compute ℛ 0 , the threshold parameter for ISA disease elimination or invasion.
Epidemiological studies suggest that horizontal transmission of ISA occurs readily within salmon open netcages. The infection also takes place, although more slowly, between salmon in different nets at a site, as well as between farms. ISA probably infects fish through the gills, but ingestion has not been ruled out. Unlike farmed salmon, wild salmon live and breed in their native bodies of water, and humans have no control over their breeding, feeding, or health. Wild salmon are known to swim over long distances with no restriction. The locations of salmon farms among wild salmon migratory routes are known to raise risk of ISA infections in nearby wild salmon populations [9] , [10] , [14] . Determining the possible role wild salmon play in ISA transfer to nearby salmon farms is an interesting question.
In a 2016 study of ISA disease transmission dynamics, Milliken and Pilyugin used a deterministic two-patch diffusion linked continuous-time system of ordinary differential equations with the logistic (noncyclic) salmon growth function to model ISA infections in farmed salmon populations that are in close proximity to a wild salmon migratory route [12] . The ODE model of Milliken and Pilyugin assumed that, in the absence of the ISA infection, the salmon population is at rest on a static equilibrium point. However, salmon populations are known to exhibit density-dependent population cycles [15] , [18] . A striking example of oscillations in salmon populations is the 4year cycle in the number of spawning sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) that return to their native streams. Also, pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) exhibits enormous variations in existence and amplitude of 2-year cycles in abundance throughout its range in the Pacific Ocean. Simple single species nonlinear discrete-time population models, such as one hump maps, are capable of generating such or -population cycles and chaotic dynamics, even without environmental stochasticity. The Ricker model, a discrete-time nonlinear population model first used by Ricker in 1954 to study population cycles in fish, is capable of generating density-dependent population cycles in a demographic equation (in the absence of a disease; see [11] and [15] ). In this article, we develop a discrete-time six-dimensional viral dispersallinked farmed-wild salmon ISA model with Ricker demographic dynamics. Others have studied discrete-time infectious disease models; for example see [1] and [2] . As in [12] , we consider a farmed-wild salmon system that consists of a salmon farm in close proximity to a wild salmon population. We assume that the farmed salmon population, located in open net-cages, and the wild salmon population, located in the nearby open body of water, are not physically in direct contact but are connected by the ISA virus in the water environment via the dispersion or diffusion of the virus between the open net-cages and the nearby open body of water. To capture the salmon demographic population cycles, unlike in [12] , we assume that susceptible farmed and wild salmon populations exhibit Ricker growth or recruitment (or birth) functions, and the proportion of ISA that disperses from the open net-cages to the open body of water is not equal to the proportion of ISA that disperses from the nearby open water to the cages. Furthermore, the mortality rates in the farmed and wild salmon populations are not identical. We also assume that the ISA -infected salmon populations cannot reproduce, and there are no vertical ISA transmissions. That is, we assume that all newborn salmon populations are susceptible.
In a recent paper [18] , van den Driessche and Yakubu introduced a discrete-time model of ISA without dispersion. Several authors have studied population models that allow for the interaction of density-dependent demographic dynamics and dispersion with or without explicit disease dynamics (for example, see [3] ). In this article, our emphasis is on exploring the effects of ISA dispersion on the invasion or elimination of the ISA disease infection and the basic reproduction number, ℛ 0 , where the salmon demographic dynamics is periodic. When ℛ 0 < 1 and the demographic equation has a locally asymptotically stable population cycle, we prove the local asymptotic stability of the dispersal-linked farmed-wild salmon ISA disease-free population cycle, and the disease dies out in the farmed and wild salmon populations. Also, under the same demographic assumption, we prove that the ISA disease-free population cycle is unstable and the disease invades the farmed and wild salmon populations when ℛ 0 > 1. In addition, we use simulations to explore the relationships between high and low proportion of viral dispersals from the farmed cages to the nearby open body of water on ISA invasion or elimination.
Farmed-Wild Salmon Viral Dispersal Linked Model
To introduce a farmed-wild salmon discrete-time ISA model with viral dispersion, we assume that at each time ∈ {0, 1, 2, …}, each live salmon is either susceptible farmed, , or wild, , or infectious farmed, , or wild, . That is, we let Λ , Λ , and Λ = Λ + Λ , respectively, denote the population size of susceptible, infectious, and total population of farmed (respectively, wild) salmon at each time when Λ = (respectively, when Λ = ). Once infected, salmon do not recover from the ISA disease. At each time ∈ {0, 1, 2, …}, we denote the virus population size in the open net-cages by , and the nearby virus population size in the open body of water by . Thus, we use an SI farmed-wild ISA epidemic model with virus dispersion and no recovery class to describe the salmon populations.
Per each unit time interval, ∈ (0, 1) (respectively, ∈ (0, 1)) is the fraction of farmed (respectively, wild) salmon that die "naturally,"ˆ= (1 − ) (respectively, = (1 − )) is the fraction of farmed (respectively, wild) salmon that survives, ∈ (0, 1) (respectively, ∈ (0, 1)) is the farmed (respectively, wild) constant ISA-induced mortality,ˆ= (1 − ) (respectively,ˆ= (1 − )) is the fraction of ISA infectious farmed (respectively, wild) salmon that survives the infection, ∈ (0, 1) (respectively, ∈ (0, 1)) is the constant fraction of virus that is cleared in the open net-cages (respectively, open body of water), andˆ= (1 − ) (respectively,ˆ= (1 − )) is the fraction of virus that survives in the open net-cages (respectively, open body of water). Salmon have high annual mortality rates at sea compared to other marine fisheries. For Atlantic salmon at sea, it is estimated that 65% ≤ ≤ 85%. Furthermore, Atlantic salmon at sea have more predators, such as larger pisciverous fish (striped bass, cod, haddock), birds, and mammals. Thus, < . Since ISA is a viral disease of farmed Atlantic salmon, < and ≥ . In each unit interval, we assume that a fraction of susceptible farmed salmon, ∈ (0, 1), becomes infected from direct contact with infectious farmed salmon with probability functionˆ( ) = (1 − ( )), and the remaining fraction, (1 − ) ∈ (0, 1), becomes infected via contact with the ISA in the open net-cages with probability functionˆ( ) = (1 − ( )) for each time ∈ {0, 1, 2, …}. Similarly, we assume that a fraction of wild susceptible salmon, ∈ (0, 1), becomes infected from direct contact with infectious wild salmon with probability functionˆ( ) = (1 − ( )) and the remaining fraction, (1 − ) ∈ (0, 1), becomes infected via contact with the ISA virus in the open body of water with probability functionˆ(
are nonlinear decreasing smooth concave up functions with (0) = (0) = (0) = (0) = 1, ′ < 0, ′ < 0, ( ) ′ < 0, ( ) ′ < 0, ′′ > 0, ′′ > 0, ( ) ′′ > 0, and ( ) ′′ > 0. Thus, in each unit time interval, we assume that the probability of exposure of an individual salmon to multiple ISA infection pathways is very low and so can be ignored.
To introduce specific examples of the escape functions, Λ and Λ for each Λ ∈ { , }, we assume throughout that disease infections are modeled as Poisson processes, and for a single infectious individual fish, we let Λ or Λ be the mean number of occurrences of infections in the unit interval for each Λ. Then
equals the fraction of susceptible salmon that escapes from infection after coming in contact with Λ (respectively, Λ ) infectious salmon (respectively, ISA ) in the unit time interval. We account for virus shedding by the infectious farmed and wild salmon populations. For the farmed (respectively, wild) salmon, the parameter (respectively, ) is the density-independent probability of survival from egg to age 1, and (respectively, ) is the coefficient of density-dependent mortality [15] . The Ricker model is an example of simple spawner-recruitment and per capita growth function that has played fundamental roles in fishery science for many years.
Our farmed-wild salmon ISA model implicitly assumes three distinct temporal phases. In both the open net-cages and nearby open body of water, at the end of each unit time interval, susceptible salmon populations become infectious, a fraction of infectious salmon die from ISA, viral dispersion and shedding occur; a fraction of each salmon class is removed (natural death and virus clearing); and susceptible salmon populations reproduce into the susceptible class. Typically, continuous-time differential equation models with similar well-defined distinct temporal phases are nonautonomous. Taking into account the temporal ordering of events in both farmed and wild salmon populations, we derive our ISA model with viral dispersal in the following three steps.
1. ISA transmission, ISA-induced death, viral shedding, and viral dispersion:
In the open net-cages, after ISA transmission, ISAinduced death, viral shedding, and viral dispersion, (1) and (1) denote the population sizes of susceptible and infectious farmed salmon, respectively, while (1) denotes the population size of the ISA . 2. Natural death (survival):
In the open net-cages, after ISA transmission, ISAinduced death, viral shedding, viral dispersion, and natural death, (2) and (2) denote the population sizes of susceptible and infectious farmed salmon, respectively, while (2) denotes the population size of the ISA . In the open net-cages, after ISA transmission, diseaseinduced death, viral shedding, viral dispersion, natural death, and reproduction, (3) and (3) denote the population sizes of susceptible and infectious farmed salmon, respectively, while (3) denotes the population size of the ISA .
Reproduction ( into ):
The corresponding equations for the wild populations are similar. Our assumptions and notation lead to the following discrete-time farmed-wild salmon ISA model with viral dispersion:
where = 0, 1, 2, …. We study Model (1) with initial conditions ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ∈ ℝ 6 + . Model (1) predicts the vectors of population sizes in the farm, ( +1 , +1 , +1 ), and nearby open water, ( +1 , +1 , +1 ), at time ( + 1) from knowledge of the vectors of population sizes in the farm and open water, ( , , ) and ( , , ), at time , where = 0, 1, 2, …. The unit of time depends on the specific salmon application. For simplicity, we take the unit of time in Model (1) to be a year. The basic reproduction number, ℛ 0 , the lifetime production of ISA infections produced per ISA infectious salmon, is independent of the model's time scale. We will use Model (1) to compute ℛ 0 . Model (1), a well-posed model, exhibits no unbounded salmon or virus population growth.
Discrete-Time Model without Dispersal
The 
where Λ ∈ { , }. In [18] , van den Driessche and Yakubu studied Model (2) with Λ = .
Here, we consider the simplified demographic equation of Model (2) with no ISA disease ( Λ = Λ = 0 for each Λ ∈ { , }), the following iteroparous Ricker equation:
To illustrate salmon population cycles in Model (3) with Λ = , in the farmed salmon population we choose the probability of natural death to be less than the probability of staying alive per unit time interval and set = 0.4. To scale the farmed salmon population sizes, we choose the scaling parameter, , to equal 0.1. Figure 1 shows period-doubling bifurcations in Model (3) as the farmed salmon intrinsic growth rate, , is varied between 20 and 470. The basic reproduction number ℛ Λ,3 0 . Assuming ISA shedding is not a new infection [4] , [5] , in [18] , van den Driessche and Yakubu used the next generation matrix method to compute the basic reproduction number, ℛ Λ,3 0 , for the three-dimensional Model (2) for Λ = or Λ = , where the salmon demographic threshold ℛ Λ > 1 and equation (3) has a unique positive locally asymptotically stable period salmon population cycle. Thus, when the farmed (respectively, wild) salmon population is in isolation and ℛ Λ > 1, then the ISA disease-free isolated farmed (respectively, wild) salmon population cycle of Model (2) is locally asymptotically stable, and the ISA disease epidemic is eliminated in the population when ℛ Λ,3 0 < 1, where Λ = (respectively, Λ = ). However, the ISA disease-free isolated farmed (respectively, wild) salmon population cycle is unstable and ISA invades the isolated population of the three-dimensional Model To illustrate the impact of higher values of the ISA infection rate, , on Figure 2 , we increase to = 0.04 and keep all the other parameters fixed at their current values in Figure 2 . In this case, Figure 3 shows that ℛ ,3 0 > 1 (ISA disease is endemic), the ISA disease-free 2 farmed population cycle is unstable, and Model (2) has an ISA endemic 4 population cycle. It is interesting to note that, in this example, the 2-years period of the demographic farmed salmon population cycle is not equal to the 4-years period of the ISA endemic disease dynamics. How do ISA infections influence the 4cycle of sockeye salmon? 
Model with Only Farmed Salmon and Viral Dispersal
When the farmed salmon population is present in the open net-cages, and the wild salmon population is missing in the nearby open body of water, then = = 0, and Model (1) 
In Model (4), the shedding of ISA by the infected farm salmon makes the open net-cages a suitable environment for the reproduction of the ISA . However, the absence of wild salmon makes the nearby open water an unsuitable barren environment that is devoid of resources for the reproduction of the ISA . What is the relationship between the basic reproduction number of Model (4), ℛ ,4 0 , and that of Model (3), ℛ ,3 0 ? In the absence of wild salmon in close proximity to an ISA-infected salmon farm, can ISA dispersion eliminate the ISA from the farm? To answer this question, we first note that Models (2) To study Model (4) with persistent fixed or cyclic farmed salmon populations, we assume that ℛ > 1 and the ISA disease-free equation has a unique positive asymptotically stable farmed salmon population cycle,
where ∈ {1, 2, …}. In the next section, we compute ℛ ,4 0 , the basic reproduction number for the four-dimensional Model (4) with only farmed salmon and viral dispersion.
The basic reproduction number ℛ ,4 0 . Proceeding as in [18] we obtain ℛ ,4 0 , the basic reproduction number for the four-dimensional Model (4) with only farmed salmon and viral dispersion. That is, when ℛ > 1 and the salmon population is present only in the open net-cages, then the ISA disease-free farmed salmon population cycle of Model (4), and keep all the other parameters fixed at their current values in Figure 3 . In this case, the proportion of ISA that disperses from the farmed cages is much lower than the proportion that disperses from the open water to the cages, and Figure 5 shows that lower proportion of virus dispersion from the open water preserves the 4-years ISA endemic cycle of Figure 3 .
for
Farmed-Wild Salmon Viral Dispersal Model
Model (1) has only the trivial ISA disease-free equilibrium (DFE), Σ 00 = ( − , − , − , − , − , − ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) when ℛ < 1 and ℛ < 1. Recall that ℛ < 1 (respectively, ℛ < 1) implies the extinction of the farmed (respectively, wild) salmon population in the disease-free equation. Hence, Σ 00 is globally asymptotically stable, and the farmed-wild salmon system collapses in Model (1) when ℛ < 1 and ℛ < 1.
When ℛ > 1 and ℛ < 1, then the wild salmon population goes extinct in the nearby water while the farmed salmon population persists in the open cages. Similarly, when ℛ < 1 and ℛ > 1, then the farmed salmon population goes extinct in the open cages while the wild salmon population persists in the nearby water. Consequently, Model (4) is the "limiting" system of Model (1) whenever either ℛ > 1 and ℛ < 1 or ℛ < 1 and ℛ > 1. Thus, when ℛ > 1 and ℛ < 1, in addition to Σ 00 , Σ 0 = ( − , − , − , − , − , − ) = ( ln ℛ , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
is an ISA DFE of Model (1) To study Model (1) with persistent fixed or periodic farmed and wild salmon populations, we assume that ℛ > 1 and ℛ > 1, and the disease-free system of two equations has a unique positive asymptotically stable farmed and wild salmon population cycle,
where ∈ {1, 2, …}. In the next section, we compute ℛ 6 0 , the basic reproduction number for the full six-dimensional farmed and wild salmon Model (1) with dispersion. The basic reproduction number ℛ 6 0 . Proceeding as in the previous sections we obtain ℛ 6 0 , the basic reproduction number for the six-dimensional Model (1) { ( 1 , 0, 0, 1 , 0, 0) , ( 2 , 0, 0, 2 , 0, 0) , … , ( , 0, 0, , 0, 0) }, is locally asymptotically stable, and the ISA epidemic is eradicated in both farmed and wild salmon populations when ℛ 6 0 < 1. However, { ( 1 , 0, 0, 1 , 0, 0) , ( 2 , 0, 0, 2 , 0, 0) , … , ( , 0, 0, , 0, 0) } is unstable and the disease invades the salmon populations when ℛ 6 0 > 1. In the next section, we study the impact of the presence of the wild salmon population in the nearby body of water on the endemic period 2 ISA population cycle of , and the ISA disease-free equation for the farmed salmon population is a unique positive asymptotically stable 2 population cycle (see Figure 1 ), while that of the wild salmon is a unique positive asymptotically stable 8 population cycle (not shown).
ISA has caused high death rates in marine farmed Atlantic salmon, but the virus has not been associated with die-offs in wild salmon populations. We capture this with our choice of parameters, ISA is enzootic in the farmed salmon, ℛ ,3 0 > 1, and Figure 4 shows that the predispersion dynamics of the isolated farmed salmon is an ISA endemic period 2 population cycle. However, without viral dispersion, ISA is cleared in the isolated wild salmon population and ℛ ,3 0 < 1 (not shown). When the proportion of ISA that disperses from the ISA enzootic farmed cages far exceeds the proportion that disperses from the open water to the cages ( = 0.6 > = 0.001), Figure 6 shows that it is possible for the viral-linked full system to change from an ISA-free wild salmon population without viral dispersion to an ISA-infected wild salmon population with dispersion, where ℛ 6 0 > 1. However, when we set = 0.001 < = 0.6 and keep all the other parameters fixed at their current values in Figure 6 , then the proportion of ISA that disperses from the farmed cages is much lower than the proportion that disperses from the open water to the cages. In this case, dispersion does not alter the predispersion source-sink dynamics (not shown). That is, in the event of an ISA outbreak in a farmed salmon population, a higher proportion of ISA viral dispersion from the infected farm could put the nearby wild salmon population at risk of the ISA disease. 
Concluding Remarks
Salmon populations are known to exhibit patterns of cyclic dominance of subpopulations. To study the impact of ISA viral disease and the patterns of cyclic dynamics in salmon populations, we introduce a viral dispersal-linked farmed-wild salmon ISA discrete-time infectious disease model with intrinsically generated demographic population cycles (cyclic disease-free dynamics). Unlike the logistic growth dynamics in the ODE model of [12] , the susceptible farmed and wild salmon populations in our model exhibit cyclic dynamics via the Ricker growth or recruitment (or birth) functions. Furthermore, in our ISA model, the proportion of ISA virus that disperses from the farmed cages to the open water is not equal to the proportion that disperses from the open water to the cages.
We compute the basic reproduction number, ℛ 0 , for ISA disease elimination or invasion. When ℛ 0 < 1 and the Ricker demographic equation has a locally asymptotically stable -population cycle, we prove the local asymptotic stability of the dispersal-linked farmed-wild salmon ISA disease-free -cycle (with and without the wild salmon present). That is, the ISA is eliminated in the farmed and wild salmon populations whenever ℛ 0 < 1. Also, under the same -Ricker demographic assumption, we prove that the ISA disease-free -population cycle is unstable and the ISA invades the farmed and wild salmon populations when ℛ 0 > 1.
In the absence of wild salmon in close proximity to farmed salmon cages, we illustrate in Figures 3 and 4 that higher viral dispersion from ISA-infected farmed cages is capable of stabilizing ISA cyclic disease dynamics via what appears to be a period-doubling bifurcation reversal, while lower viral dispersion from the cages preserves the predispersion ISA enzootic cyclic dynamics (see Figure 5 ). Furthermore, in Figure 6 , we illustrate that higher proportion of ISA viral dispersion from an ISA-infected salmon farm could put the nearby wild salmon population at risk of the ISA disease. Whenever there is an ISA disease outbreak on a salmon farm and data for estimating the model parameters is available, our computed ℛ 0 can be used to determine when intervention measures will have the ISA disease outbreak under control. Theoretical results on the relationship between the period of the Ricker demographic ISA disease-free period salmon population cycles and the period of the endemic cycles of the viral dispersallinked farmed-wild salmon ISA disease models are open.
